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The development of integrated solutions made of systems based on different technologies, adopting different implementation approaches and different versions is a complex challenge. The lack of standards or differences in implementations when they exist, are important obstacles to the construction of integrated, flexible and agile solutions. The incorporation of systems from different vendors and systems that evolve to answer innovation processes, suggests the advantage for a multi-technology systems strategy. This paper discusses the ITSIBus approach based on, a multi-technology service oriented infrastructure where specialized pluggable systems run services following a peer to peer architecture. The multi-technology approach is based on the discussed System Broker concept. The agility required by a crescent number of collaborative business process requires an advanced flexibility from the ICT technological infrastructure. The ITSIBus approach is also discussed as a grounding platform to support enterprise collaborative networks considering that services in different companies are based on different technologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The integration of functions executed across networks of enterprises requires an advanced integration level for the internal enterprise processes. The emergent concept of enterprise collaborative networks (Camarinha-Matos, 2003) needs a long way to be adopted by existing de facto networked enterprise. These networks are deeply grounded on file transfer and are far to answer collaborative process requirements. There is an effective need for a tighter integration strategy among network members. This movement from a loose connection approach based on file transfer or even physical document transfer, to a transactional collaboration based on a tight integration approach, requires a new strategy from both technological and business process perspectives. However, before the discussion focused on enterprise network collaborative level, there is a need to establish at enterprise internal model (Camarinha-Matos, 1999) an infrastructure agile enough to cope with systems integration requirements. The integration among disparate systems developed on different technologies and supplied by different vendors is a main challenge for the agile collaborative enterprise network. This paper discusses the ITSIBus approach (Gomes et. al. 2003-b) (Osorio, et. al. 2004) considering its implementation on the
JINI (Flenner, 2002) platform with enhanced features aiming to interoperate with systems developed on other platforms like .NET (Rammer, 2005).

The ITSIBus was motivated by the extended ViaVerde toll payment business model (Osorio, et. al. 2003). The evaluated requirements have pointed out for the need to integrate a number of systems in different technological stages and versions — a strategy grounded on multi-vendor systems. The ITSIBus architecture proposes a set of standard services for specific functionalities like toll collection based on DSRC/RFID technology, vision based licence plate recognition and automatic toll collection based on card payment - ETOLL, among other systems. Beyond the specialized functionalities (generic services) the ITSIBus establishes a set of core services defined in WSDL and able to be bound to different platforms. The interoperability among services running on different technologies (platforms) is guaranteed by a special type of system, the SystemBroker. The SystemBroker provides inter-technology service interoperability. It offers a transparent access to services implemented in one technology, for instance on JINI, from services implemented in another technology, for instance on .NET.

The strategy aims to establish a technological infrastructure able to integrate services from concurrent providers (multi-vendor). Furthermore it considers that the services are plugged on a plug-and-play basis (Allard, 2003) and follow ITSIBus management specification. The adopted strategy is based on the assumption that holistic systems are made of heterogeneous components or systems independently of the underlying technologies. The strategy is quite different from the CORBA initiative where an object request broker and a binding mechanism for different languages were created for objects (or execution components) developed in different languages. The common denominator was the service definition language IDL (Interface Definition Language) with a set of standard bindings to different programming languages. The strategy proposed by ITSIBus considers a uniform service definition using the WSDL language as a common service definition language. Even if some extensions are needed to define concepts like event registration and subscription, the strategy is grounded on other efforts to use WSDL with or without extensions to be used as a reference service modelling language.

The paper discusses the System Broker strategy as a way to preserve development culture and at the same time offer a wide range of system developers the opportunity to integrate their solutions towards a holistic and open technological platform. The ETOLL System is discussed as a case study of such approach. The ETOLL system is an automatic tollbooth where car drivers can pay toll using payment cards, coins and other payment forms all done without the presence of an operator. This system was developed in C++ and based on Windows operating system. The challenge was to offer ETOLL development team an easy access to ITSIBus services and system concepts without too much interference on ongoing developments. For that a System Broker is being developed to accept ITSIBus service discovery, service registration, service calls, and call-back management mechanisms in order to interoperate with services implemented in other platforms than JINI (Osorio, et. al. 2004).

The paper discusses also a model based development approach to ITSIBus systems and services based on Eclipse platform (www.eclipse.org). A plug-in to Eclipse was developed to speed-up solutions development based on a set of wizards guiding code generation and providing a development framework where developers
are focused on business logic and not on intrinsic of the underlying technology concepts.

Since the beginning of the ITSIBus project a special concern was dedicated to the "leaning curve" required to understand advanced systems and concepts like those proposed by ITSIBus and those associated to the underlying technologies. Even if JINI is not a complex platform it embeds a large number of new concepts and it is a huge framework requiring specialized knowledge do deal with. To facilitate service development, a plug-in for the Eclipse platform is being developed to guide toll management system developers to create systems, services and client applications. The client application aims to test ITSIBus systems and services during developments. The main goal for such a kind of workshop is to speed-up the development of new systems and services by focussing developers on service business logic. The objective is to offer experts on toll management an advanced tool where services and service integration on complex systems can be developed from models, reducing to a minimal the code needed to be written.

With ITSIBus development workshop a developer does not need to be an expert on JINI or in any other underlying technology selected to support ITSIBus concepts.

The ITSIBus is discussed as a grounding ICT infrastructure to support higher integration levels, namely that concerned with collaborative enterprise business processes. In fact the motorway management toll involves services to car drivers beyond the motorway management company (Osorio, et. al. 2004). In the case of the BRISA Company, the toll was extended for payments in car parking areas and gas stations. The ITSIBus infrastructure is also discussed as a grounding base for the supporting of some advanced challenges namely those related with the enterprise collaborative networks. It is a requirement of the toll technological infrastructure that collaborative companies access toll systems to audit toll collection processes. This requires an innovative approach to manage network level business processes. The ITSIBus is being considered as an underlying infrastructure to manage such cross company processes on a tight integration approach perspective.

2. THE MULTI-TECHNOLOGY APPROACH FOR ITSIBUS

The rapid evolution on ICT occurred during the last decades has put many challenges to ICT developing companies. Development teams have to deal with different equivalent technologies and with different frameworks and tools for each technology. There is a trend for some unification of key computational concepts but when implemented in different technologies it might originate interoperability problems. The utilization of Web Services is a way to get a common path but it is not a solution for all the challenges.

For ICT companies the challenge is how to deal with different equivalent technologies each one with its intrinsic and its corresponding learning curve. In fact, this is one of the bottlenecks when considering evolution of enterprise systems. When adopting new technologies companies need to make investments on training. Furthermore they have to support a lost of productivity until the development team gets ready with the new concepts and tools.

The ITSIBus strategy to cope with this multi-technology challenge is to establish a SystemBroker concept aiming to play a flexible bridge role connecting services developed in different technologies. In the area of network management systems
Grabowski (Grabowski, 1999) has also proposed an integration architecture of multi-technology management systems. The ITSIBus is a service-oriented architecture based on a community of peer systems. A system implements a set of basic services named core services (security, management and plug-and-play). The services are defined in WSDL and are a contribution from Brisa to standardize similar services exported by roadside systems (equipments). In the context of ITSIBus the services under standardization are the DSRC/RDIF car identification service, car detection and classification (AVDC) service, car plate automatic recognition (ALPR) service, tollbooth system services and ETOLL semi-automatic toll system services. All these systems export services and generate events establishing this way a flexible infrastructure to interconnect peer services (through systems) providing synchronous or asynchronous association (Figure 1).

![Figure 1 – Basic constructs of the ITSIBus infrastructure](image)

Even if different underlying technologies where evaluated like Web Services and JXTA (Brendon, 2002), the JINI platform was the selected for the first reference implementation of ITSIBus. In fact, the productization process coordinated by Brisa and with the collaboration of WhatEverSoft, a Portuguese software development company, adopted JINI as the underlying technology to develop ITSIBus services. Nevertheless, some of the involved systems were integrated through adapters, i.e., service implementation is in the reality an adapter to establish the connection between ITSIBus infrastructure and the legated roadside system. This happen with the DSRC system already developed by Q-free and Kapsch companies as ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) technology suppliers. Even if this was a successful strategy, the need for an adapter is a source for entropy mainly as far as evolution is concerned. In fact, the need for adapters is a common strategy to integrate disparate systems but it is also a source of problems. As already discussed, the experience with the added complexity reflected in a low quality of services and high costs of maintenance and evolution justifies the need for a different approach.

Considering that it is not advisable to impose a change in suppliers’ technological culture the adopted strategy was to follow a multi-technology approach. The objective is to push for a common agreement at service definition level using standards like WSDL, UML and other more semantic oriented interoperability facilitators, considering the technological heterogeneity as a challenge for the ITSIBus platform. To promote technological interoperability based on multiple technologies the System Broker concept was proposed (Figure 2). The System Broker is a special ITSIBus System dedicated to offer platform level
services like the Reggie Service required by JINI to implement system and service discovery and advertise mechanisms. It is assumed that systems developed in different technologies are grounded on the basic TCP/IP network protocols; this is the exclusive mandatory requirement for information exchange between heterogeneous systems. The System Broker is a multi facet system embedding components that know how to talk to services in all the accepted underlying technologies. Internally these components cooperate to dynamically exchange service calls and event routing among the heterogeneous systems/services. A deployed ITSIBus infrastructure must include at least one System Broker, however it can have more than one running, what might contribute to increase availability because the System Broker is a critical point of failure.

When a system is powered-on it registers itself on a System Broker and implicitly all its services are also registered. Depending on the underlying technology of each particular system it is necessary to guarantee the availability of discovery and advertising mechanisms enabling each system and service to known the other ones. As an example, if the underlying technology is JXTA all the Systems/services available in other underlying technologies must be represented by JXTA services embedded on a System Broker. When a JINI service looks for other services, it sees all of them independently of the technology in which they are implemented. When a JINI service accesses a service developed in JXTA the access goes through the System Broker and is the proxy service that bridges the call and replies to the JINI client service.

A first prototype involving services developed exclusively in JINI and implementing a System Broker is already implemented. To demonstrate the System Broker strategy a first prototype integrating ITSIBus services on JINI and services on .NET is being implemented. The selected scenario for this challenge is the ETOLL lane payment system based on a semi-automatic toll payment mechanism. In the next chapter, some details about ETOLL developments are presented.

3. THE ETOLL SYSTEM AND SERVICES EXAMPLE

The ETOLL system is another example of roadside equipment playing a tollbooth role without a person operating the tool payment. An existing system developed by Brisa initially implemented in C++ was the starting point. Considering the interest of its developing company, the evolution of this system was considered to plug to the ITSIBus resorting to the .NET technology rather then JINI. The decision taken was based on the existing ground culture within the company.
The ETOLL system incorporates a LMS system with a lane coordination service. This service manages other systems like DSRC, AVDC, LIT and a gate, responsible to interact with toll users (Figure 3). When using this kind of lane the driver selects the payment using a payment card through the LIT system or else using money (coins or paper) and in this case, the money input/change system is used. This type of lane includes also a gate to be opened when the payment succeeds, also implemented through a specialized service.

**Figure 3 – Architecture of the toll technological infrastructure**

What is important to the proposed discussion in this paper is not if the ETOLL subsystem follows the ITSIBus architecture but rather its integration to the toll management infrastructure. In fact, the prototype under development is considering the implementation of the ETOLL system following the ITSIBus architecture bound to the .NET technology suit. However, what is important is to promote interoperability according the adopted system/service granularity. In the case of the ETOLL system, the plugability is discussed at LMS level, i.e., the ETOLL system is a closed system (on .NET) that will integrate to TPMS and the other LMS systems developed on JINI.

All the systems/services are registered on a System Broker. The directory service needed to embed into System Broker depends on the adopted underlying technology. If the JINI platform is the adopted technology, the Reggie service needs to be running for services to be registered and discovered. The System Broker creates proxy services for each relation between services on different technologies. By now, only two underlying technologies were evaluated. When more than one underlying technology is considered the proxy needs to know how to bridge among different technologies. If JINI, .NET and JXTA are adopted a proxy service on a System Broker must route calls from any technology to implementations in any other technology (Xu, 2004). This is an open question under evaluation considering not only latency introduced by proxies but also dynamic adaptability to service definition changes. In order to facilitate developments on ITSIBus framework a set of tools based on Eclipse platform (Gallardo, 2003) are being developed. In (Figure 4) a partial view of the developed wizards to conduct developer on ITSIBus code generation is shown.

The first version of an ITSIBus tool suite (ITSIBus workshop) considers a guided (automatic) generation of Systems, Services and a Client application. The
concept of client application was introduced to make developments easier by facilitate tests and debugging.

![Figure 4 – Partial view of the ITSIBus Eclipse based development framework](image)

The main objective of our research strategy is to contribute to reduce complexity when integrating systems based on different underlying technologies. Even if some technologies are being considered as a way to plug disparate systems like what is happening with Web Services, there is a generalized consensus that evolution will not happen under technology uniformity. Some specific requirements like those related with real-time systems, the reutilization of acquired knowledge and experience, cultural factors and other aspects, are some of the motivation contributing to accept the diversity of technologies beyond methodologies and tools. In fact the diversity contributes to an increased competition and to speed-up innovation processes. Therefore, systems evolution associated to an increased holistic approach are better supported by a multi-technology approach.

Considering enterprise collaborative challenges, it is mandatory to create such integrated systems at enterprise level in order to be prepared to collaborate on a service based considering process oriented transactions and not the already most used, file based collaboration.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The collaborative enterprise in the ICT era needs to achieve an added agility to cope with the dynamics of the collaborative processes. The ITSIBus technological infrastructure and the associated framework is a contribution towards a toll management system based on peer services. The services run on systems (as execution containers) connected on a plug-and-play basis. Furthermore, systems can be implemented on different technologies promoting this way an evolutionary strategy founded not only on existing knowledge but also on technology evolution (and competition). It is a reality that the standards and open reference implementations are facilitating the development of complex system by making
easier the integration of heterogeneous components. Nevertheless, the adopted multi-technology strategy makes possible the inclusion of systems developed in different technologies increasing the systems integration potential. Furthermore, the ITSIBus specification is an open specification and there is a plan to transform the reference implementation in an open source initiative aiming to promote ITSIBus adoption by the ITS ICT industry.

The development of a framework where repetitive and complex tasks are automated through wizards helps the adoption of ITSIBus by ITS systems suppliers. The adoption of Eclipse follows a crescent consensus around the need for a common development platform extensible and used along the technological systems life cycle. The available tools present uniform concepts along the conception, design, development, deployment and operation cycles what might help to get a holistic perspective of enterprise ICT systems. This enterprise consistency is a key step for companies to get involved in collaborative networks on a wide service based collaborative infrastructure.
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